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1. Introduction
It is well-known that the conjuacy class sizes of finite group have important
influence on the structure of the group. For examples, N. Itô proved in [8] that
if the set of class sizes of G is {1, m}, then G is nilpotent, m = pa for some
prime p and G = P × A where A ≤ Z(G) and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of
G; he still shows in [9] that G is solvable when the set of class sizes of G is
{1, m, n}. A.R. Camina proves in [5] that G is nilpotent if the set of class sizes
is {1, pa , q b , pa q b } with distinct primes p, q. A. Beltran and M.J. Felip show
in [2, 1] that if the set of class sizes is {1, m, n, mn} with (m, n) = 1, then
G is solvable and furthermore is nilpotent. Indeed they also study in [3] the
group theory properties in the situation where the set is {1, m, n, mk} with k|n,
(m, n) = 1, m > 1, and n > 1.
In this note, we investigate how the largest conjugacy class size influences
group structure. In fact, we prove the following result.
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Theorem. Let G be a finite group with the largest conjugacy class size
less than or equal to 19. Then G is a solvable group.
Observe that the alternating group A5 has the largest class size 20, the
upper bound 19 is best possible in order to guarantee the group’s solvability.
We also study the connections between the largest conjugacy class size and
nilpotenty and supersolvability, respectively.
All groups considered here are of finite order. For x ∈ G, xG denotes a
conjugacy class of x in G and |xG | the size of xG . We shall freely use the
following basic properties of class size, for N E G, x ∈ N and y ∈ G, |xN |
divides |xG | and |(yN )G/N | divides |y G |.

2. Proofs of Main Results
We list some useful results in order to prove the main conclusions. The next
result is from [6].
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group. Then
1. If none of conjugacy class sizes of G can be divided by 4, then G is solvable.
2. If all prime divisors of conjugacy class sizes of G are square-free, then G
is supersolvable.
Lemma 2.2. The conjugacy class sizes of a non-Abelian simple group are
not of prime power except the identity element 1.
Proof. See Theorem 3.9 of [7].
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a finite non-Abelian simple group. If the prime
power pk divides |G|, then pk divides some conjugacy class size of G.
Proof. See the theorem in [4].
Now we proceed to prove the main results.
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a non-Abelian finite group with the largest
conjugacy class size less than or equal to 19. Then G is not a simple group.
Proof. Assume that this is false and G is a counterexample. If each class
size is divisible by 4, then Lemma 2.1 shows that G is solvable and thus Abelian,
a contradiction.
G 6
12, then under
Now we assume x0 ∈ G such that 4 divides |xG
0 |. If |x0 | =
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our hypothesis, |xG
0 | = 4, 8, or 16. Lemma 2.2 implies that G is not simple, a
contradiciton.
Suppose that |xG
0 | = 12. If none conjugacy size of G equals 15, then
Lemma 2.2 implies that the conjugacy class sizes of noncentral elements are
{6, 10, 12, 14, 18}, which are all even number. The conjugacy class equation
shows that the center of G is not trivial, this is a contradiction since G is a
non-Abelian simple group. Note that G is of even order.
Now we are reduced to the case where the non-Abelian simple G must have
class sizes {1, 12, 15}, can have class sizes {6, 10, 14, 18}. By using Lemma 2.3,
we may get that |G|2 = 22 , |G|3 = 3 or 32 , |G|5 = 5, |G|7 = 7. Here |G| denotes
the order of G, and |G|p , the p-part of |G|, i.e., the biggest p-power divisor
of |G|. By routine caculation, it follows that |G| = 60, 180, 420 or 1260. It is
known that the groups of orders 180 or 420 are not simple; and the groups of
order 60 are isomorphic to the alternating group A5 , whose largest class size is
20. Thus the only possibilty is the case when |G| = 1260.
We shall apply the classification theorem of finite simple groups to G. Since
|A6 | = 360 < 1260 < |A7 | = 2520, it follows that G is not isomorphic to
any alternating group. Since 1260(= 22 × 32 × 5 × 7) does not contain cubic
divisors, we get that G is not isomorphic to a simple group of Lie type unless
An (q) and 2 B2 (q). Recall that |An (q)| = q n(n+1)/2 Πni=1 (q i+1 − 1). When n = 1,
|A1 (9)| = 720 < 1260 < 1320 = |A1 (11)|, which shows that G is not isomorphic
to A1 (q). If n ≥ 2, then An (q) possess cubic divisors, thus G is not isomorphic
to An (q). Recall that |2 B2 (q)| = q 2 (q 2 + 1)(q − 1) and q = 22n+1 . If n = 0, then
2 B (2) is solvable; otherwise G has cubic divisors. Thus G is not isomorphic to
2
2 B (q). By checking the order expressions of sporadict simple groups, it follows
2
that the sporadic simple group of minimal order is M11 whose order is 7920
(> 1260), hence G is not isomorphic to a sporadict simple groups. The whole
proof is complete.
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a finite group with the largest conjugacy class
size less than or equal to 19. Then G is solvable.
Proof. If G is Abelian, G is obvious solvable. Otherwise, the above theorem
shows that G is not simple, then there exist normal subgroup N of G. Observe
that N and G/N satisfy the condition of the theorem, the inductive hypothesis
is applied to concluding that N and G/N are solvable, thus G is solvable, as
desired.
Remark 2.6. Since the largest class size of the alternating group A5 is
20, the upper bound 19 in the above theorem is sharp.
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It is an elementary fact that if all class sizes of G are 1, then G is Abelian.
Further we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.7. If all conjugacy class sizes of G are less than or equal to
2, then G is nilpotent.
Proof. If all class sizes are 1, then G is Abelian, as desired. Otherwise,
there exist x ∈ G suc that |xG | = 2. Note that the centralizer CG (x) (of x
in G) is the normal maximal subgroup. By the inductive argument, CG (x)
is nilpotent. Let x1 , x2 , · · · , xn be all noncentral elements of G, then G =
CG (x1 )CG (x2 ) · · · CG (xn ). Since n ≥ 2, it follows that G is nilpotent. The
proof is finished.
Remark 2.8. Since the largest class size of the symmetric group S3 is 3,
we get that the upper bound 2 in the above theorem is sharp. Note that S3 is
not nilpotent.
Theorem 2.9. If all conjugacy class sizes of G are no more than 3, then
G is supersolvable.
Proof. Because the divisors of the class sizes of G are square-free, it follows
via Lemma 1 that G is supersolvable.
Remark 2.10. Considering the largest class size of the nonsupersolvable
group S4 is 4, the upper bound 3 in the above theorem is sharp. Observe that
the supersolvable group h(12)(34), (1345)i possesses conjugacy classes of size 5.
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